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Deals

A truly international marketplace
As in most of the recent editions of MIPTV and MIPCOM, big budget dramas stole many of
the headlines when it came to deals. But there were also enough factual and entertainment
agreements to suggest that those genres also continue to do great business at Cannes
ENGLISH-language period
dramas were in strong demand
at this year’s MIPCOM,
with ITV Studios Global
Entertainment (ITVS GE)
confirming a range of global
deals for Vanity Fair, Harlots
and its new market launch War
Of The Worlds. Produced by
Mammoth Screen, that show
sold into 80 territories including
France, Spain, Russia, Canada
and pan-Africa. Vanity Fair,
launched at MIPTV, upped its
total to 70 territories.
Endeavor Content also had
a great market, securing
multiple sales for The Little
Drummer Girl, a John le Carre
adaptation produced by The
Ink Factory. The show sold
to Canal+ (France), StarzPlay
(Germany, Italy, UK), Movistar
+ (Spain) and TV4 (Nordic)
among others.

While period series continue to
prove popular, distributor DRG
also demonstrated that there
is demand for contemporary
English-language content with
pre-sales for BBC1’s limited
series The Cry. Boosted by the
presence in Cannes of lead
actor Jenna Coleman (Victoria),
the show (a co-production
with ABC Australia) is going
to a raft of territories including
M6 France, TV2 Norway and
Canal Plus in Poland. APC
also concluded a number
of key sales for seasons one
and two of thriller Keeping
Faith. It extended its deal with
Acorn Media Enterprises (US,
Canada, Australia and New
Zealand) and also licensed the
show to Amazon Prime Video
in France among others.
At the lighter end of the
spectrum, distributor

All3Media International
unveiled a range of pre-sale
deals for the second season of
murder-mystery series Agatha
Raisin, including acquisitions
by ABC in Australia, Hungary’s
MTVA and Sky for UK and
Eire. The show, which stars
Ashley Jensen as an amateur
sleuth, has also been pre-sold
to ZDF for German-speaking
Europe and TV4 for the
Nordic region.
While the UK and US continue
to be the key hubs for Englishlanguage content, Canadian and
Australian scripted series also
have their fans. The first two
seasons of CBC/Shaftesbury
detective drama Frankie Drake
Mysteries was snapped up by
US arts broadcaster Ovation.
Distributed by Kew Media
Distribution, the new second
season was also licensed to

Viasat for Central & Eastern
Europe, Globosat in Brazil,
Sky in New Zealand, and
Dazzler in UK (Home Video
and DTO).
The continued success of
English-language drama only
tells part of the story, however.
Increasingly, dramas from
other parts of the world are
capturing the attention of
buyers. Especially high-profile
at MIPCOM was Fremantle’s
Italian-language drama, My
Brilliant Friend, which has sold
to 56 territories worldwide,
with buyers including Canal+
(France and French-speaking
Africa), Sky Atlantic (UK),
HBO Europe (Scandinavia,
Spain and CEE), Digiturk
(Turkey) and Foxtel (Australia).
Also prominent on buyers’
shopping lists was Movistar+
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Nippon TV licensed its fourth drama to Turkey’s Med Yapim, Oasis – A
Love Story. Pictured are: Nippon TV’s Keisuke Miyata (left) and Med
Yapim CEO Fatih Aksoy

GRB Studios made a deal for factual titles with Super RTL Germany.
Pictured are: Super RTL’s Claude Schmit (left) and GRB’s Patrice Choghi
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series The Pier, a Spanishlanguage series distributed
by Beta Film. Produced by
acclaimed showrunner-duo
Alex Pina and Esther Martínez
Lobato (Casa de Papel/Money
Heist), the romantic thriller was
picked up by leading French
commercial broadcaster TF1.
France Televisions, meanwhile,
licensed France 2’s Chronicles
Of The Sun to RTL Belgium.
Nordic content was represented
by The Sommerdahl Murders,
a TV2 Denmark commission
which now has ZDF Germany
as a co-pro partner. ZDF
Enterprises also unveiled
plans for a co-pro with Fuji
TV Japan.
Netflix continues to be a good
home for high-quality nonEnglish language dramas. At
MIPCOM, it picked up Keshet
International’s Hebrew series
When Heroes Fly. This deal will
see all 10 episodes of the drama
made available with subtitles on
Netflix in early 2019.
Fo l l ow i n g t h e s u c c e s s
of Narcos, there is also
increasing interest in scripted

series that are produced in
multiple languages. Sonar
Entertainment’s Das Boot,
for example, is on course to
secure sales in more than 100
territories worldwide, following
deals with Hulu in the US and
broadcasters across the major
European markets.
Indian content creators are
also becoming more important
on the global stage, with
Applause Entertainment in
town to find scripted formats.
Indian broadcaster Star India,
meanwhile, secured a landmark
deal with Russian broadcaster
Kultura at MIPCOM for its
period drama Sita & Ram.
The sale is the culmination
of a strong year for Star
which has also seen licensing
breakthroughs in Latin
America. One Life Studios
did a deal with Hulu Japan for
historical series Porus.
Other drama deals of note this
week included HBO Europe’s
acquisition of Studiocanal’s
Zero Zero Zero; and Fox
Networks Group Asia’s deal
for The Legend Of Hao Lan,
a period drama from Yu Zheng.

On the scripted formats
front, the big news was
that showrunner Adi Hasek
and Red Arrow Studios
International are partnering
to remake The Last Cop for
the US market. There was also
continued success for Japan’s
Nippon TV, which licensed
its fourth drama to Turkish
producer Medyapim. The show
is entitled Oasis – a love story.
With such an array of channels
and platforms on the search
for great content, distributors
are enjoying increasing success
in regions where historically
they might not have had much
joy. Fremantle, for example,
completed eight new deals
in Latin America for over
100 hours of content across
drama, entertainment, factual,
and lifestyle programming with
pan-regional broadcasters
National Geographic, AMC,
DirecTV, Multivision, A+E
Networks, Sony and Brazil’s
Globosat.
Looking at factual specifically,
the market was buoyant at
every level from high-end
single films via specialist

factual series to reality/factual
enter tainment. National
Geographic LatAm acquired
Manson: The Lost Tapes
from Fremantle while Cineflix
Rights sold 33 hours of
content to broadcasters across
Central and Eastern Europe.
MIPCOM stalwart GRB sold
a raft of shows including to
Game One/Viacom in France,
Foxtel Australia and Super
RTL in Germany. Sky Vision
celebrated the sales of 75
hours of art and travel content
to Ovation while Scorpion
sold documentary packages
to Publica TV in Argentina
and TNU in Uruguay.
Other factual agreements
saw distributor Drive sell
documentary Queen Of
The World to broadcasters
including RTL Netherlands,
NRK Norway and TVNZ
New Zealand. Quintus Media,
meanwhile, sold science and
engineering content to the
likes of RMC Decouvre. Food
content also continues to do
well. Gusto Worldwide Media
sold 40 hours of culinary
content to SBS Australia
while All3media International’s
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Compact media signed a deal with Australia’s Flame Media for audiovisual secondary rights. Pictured are Compact Media’s Mark Rowland
(left) and Flame Media’s John Caldon
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factual entertainment series Worst
Cooks in America, secured deals
with Discovery Latin America
and Blue Ant in Canada.
The Korea Radio Promotion
Association reported a raft of
deals for the country’s UHD
content, including a co-pro MOU
between CJ ENM and NHNZ.
Korea’s KBS also joined forces
on a co-production of landmark
documentary mini-series Korea:
The Never Ending War. New
Zealand’s TVNZ sold Volcano:
Creation and Destruction to both
AMC Networks International
and Viasat.
The big formats continue their
quest to conquer every territory
on the planet. Banijay’s Survivor
secured a significant deal with
Vox in Germany while Talpa
Media sealed a deal for The Voice
in Thailand. Fremantle reported
that Got Talent is to be made in
Dominican Republic, by producer
East Coast for broadcaster
Telesistema.
ITV’s Love Island continued
its global roll out with a deal
in Denmark while Armoza
announced a link-up between its
hit format The Four and Spotify.
In other formats news, Facebook

Watch revealed that it is to
reboot MTV’s The Real World
while DRG and Youngest Media
are launching new format Small
Fortune to the international
market. Still in the reality TV
sector, distributor Magnify
Media licensed RTE Ireland’s
reality fitness series Fittest family
to Chilevision in Chile.

China’s Hidden Kingdom while
Blue Ant International licensed
60+ hours of 4K content to
CCTV. “China is an important
market for us and buyers across
all platforms are looking for the
highest quality programming,”
said Solange Attwood, executive
vice-president at Blue Ant
International.

There was also evidence that China
is more open than ever to working
with international partners. In a
speech, Fan Weiping, deputy head
of China’s State Administration of
Radio and Television, said: “Policies
for China’s film and television
industry are featured with openness.
As of 2018, China has signed film
co-production agreements with 21
countries, including New Zealand,
the UK and India.”

There was also evidence of a
growing alliance between China
and Japan, with Chinese content
company Sansang Media selling
iQIYI drama Burning Ice to Japan
broadcaster NEP. Another ChinaJapan partnership involving SMG
and Fuji TV was announced.
TV Asahi also joined forces
with Chinese producer Yi Zuo
Yi You and Jiangsu TV on the
format deal Falling In Love Like
A Romantic TV Drama.

Among the many partnerships
on show at MIPCOM, BBC
Studios and Tencent entered
a coproduction agreement
for natural histor y series
Dynasties, while Endemol and
CCTV announced they would
be co-creating a formattable
version of T he Nation’s
Greatest Treasures. National
Geographic announced a coproduction with Bilibili on

Cyber Group Studios is partnering with Russia’s Soyuzmultfilm for two kids animation series. Pictured
are: Cyber Group’s Pierre Belaisch (left), Olivier Lelardoux, Raphaelle Mathieu and Pierre Sissmann with
Soyuzmultfilm’s Yuliana Slashcheva, Irina Mastusova Yulia Titova and Boris Mashkovtsev

Audio -visual secondary rights
company Compact Media
signed a number of deals
during the week, — with the
UK’s STV Productions, the US’
GRB Studios and Australia’s
Flame Media — for rights
that include cable and satellite
retransmissions, educational
copying, public performance
and private copy.

China’s Sansang Media
secured a deal with Japanese
broadcaster NEP for drama
series Burning Ice. Pictured
are: NEP’s Kayo Fukada (left),
Sansang Media’s Yang Xiaojun
and NEP’s Tomoko Maruda
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It doesn’t get much bigger than this
While MIPTV and MIPCOM continue to be powerful deal-making
platforms for global content companies, they have also taken
on a key role as forums for launching new drama. Testament to
this fact is the glittering array of stars and premieres on show
this week in Cannes
IT DOESN’T get much bigger
than this: actor, producer and
director Ben Stiller was at
MIPCOM for the MIPCOM
World Premiere TV Screening
of Escape At Dannemora, a
prison-break drama hosted
by distributor CBS Studios
International.
Escape At Dannemora is
Stiller’s first foray into series
television. Speaking to the
MIPCOM News, he said “right
now TV is the place where you
can make the kind of movies
we’re not making anymore. You
have the freedom to tell these
kinds of stories, and work in
a way that is not just about
bringing in a huge audience
to the theatres.”
Other high-profile screenings

at MIPCOM includes the PreOpening TV Screening of
Trigger, the latest production
from Russian producer Sreda
for Channel One in Russia.
Prior to the Screening in the
Palais de Festival’s Grand
Auditorium, which was
supported by export umbrella
brand Made In Russia, fans
were also able to catch a
glimpse of the actors Maxim
Mateev and Viktoria Maslova
on the red carpet.
Distributed globally by
Beta Film, Trigger centres
on uptown Moscow where
psychologist Artem practices
‘provocative therapy’ — a
risky method which involves
confronting patients with their
deepest fears.

Beta Film is also distributor of
Movistar+’s original Spanishlanguage series The Pier. Another
MIPCOM World Premiere
TV Screening, The Pier is an
offbeat romantic thriller from
showrunner team Álex Pina
and Esther Martínez Lobato,
best known for the hit show
Money Heist (Casa de Papel).
Speaking to the MIPCOM
News, Pina and Martinez Lobato
say the story begins with a man
leading a romantic double-life
who dies in the first episode.
“From this starting point, we
tried to develop the story from a
non-conventional point of view
— working on the ambiguity
between good and evil. We tore
down ethical, moral prejudice
and we introduced a triangle

from a new perspective. The
series talks about the duality
that every person carries within
them.”
Trigger and The Pier were
just two of the high-profile
scripted series on Beta Film’s
slate. Others included limited
event series M – A City Hunts
A Murderer (Superfilm for
ORF and RTL Crime); Victor
Hugo – Enemy Of The State;
and Pagan Peak (for Sky
Germany). There was also
a screening for period piece
Medici – The Magnificent, an
English-language production
from Lux Vide, Rai, Altice and
Big Light which centres on a
young Lorenzo de Medici.
Another major drama-themed
event at MIPCOM was the
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Richard Gere, in Cannes for promote new drama series MotherFatherSon,
from BBC Studios
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MIPCOM Asian World
Premiere TV Screening of Way
Too Kawaii!, a new romantic
comedy drama series produced
by Nippon TV. “Kawaii is now
a universally-used word,” the
series’ producer Reina Oda
said in an interview with the
MIPCOM Preview magazine.
“I thought that if I was going
to make a drama series for
overseas, it might as well
be about something that is
proudly Japanese. I decided on
a career story that focuses on
the people who work tirelessly
to create kawaii.”
Another title out of Asia was
Smoke, presented by South
Asian OTT platform Eros
Now as part of the Made In
India Originals strand. Smoke
is a crime drama that takes
audiences on an eye-opening
journey into the underbelly
of Goa. Eros Group chief
content officer Ridhima
Lulla said: “Smoke is a gritty,
dark crime drama portraying
the never seen side of Goa.
There’s no place in India like
Goa and the show, with its
unique take on the paradise

state, makes for a perfect
choice out of India to be
launched at MIPCOM.”
All3Media International and
Neal Street Productions
were in Cannes to promote
drama The Informer, which
was subject of a screening
and panel. Commenting on
the drama, which is about a
young British Pakistani who is
coerced into informing on his
own community by a British
counter-terrorism unit, executive
producer Nicholas Brown said:
“We didn’t set out to make a
diverse show, just a great one.”
Other dramas to be the
subject of screenings in
Cannes included Studiocanal’s
Moscow Noir, Rock Films’
Mathilde and Cineflix Rights/
TV3’s An Ordinary Woman.
Like Trigger, all three were
either Russia-themed or made
in Russia, underlining the
country’s growing influence
on the global drama trade.
An Ordinary Woman, for
example, tells the story of
Marina, who lives a seemingly
normal life in Moscow. But
behind the façade of her

Jenna Coleman,
star of The Cry,
produced by Synchronicity Films
for the BBC, in
association with
ABC, Creative
Scotland, December Media,
Film Victoria and
Sunbird Media

perfect family life lurk many
dark secrets. She owns a
flower shop but her income
really comes from running a
clandestine Whatsapp network
of prostitutes.
Also screened at MIPCOM
were Movistar+ Spain’s 1960s
drama Madrid On Fire, set in
the Franco era; TVP Poland’s
Paths To Freedom, set at the
start of the 20th century; and
KBS Korea marital drama
Matrimonial Chaos. The latter
is a remake of a Fuji TV Japan
show.
Antenna Group screened Besa,
a 12 x 45-minute series about a
man who falls into the clutches
of the local mafia when a crime
syndicate forces him to become
a hitman in order to protect
his family.
Banijay’s Hidden was also
on show at MIPCOM, a
Yellowbird production that
blends the paranormal with
psychological drama. “Rooftop
hunts, supernatural abilities,
secret societies, car chases,
warrior clans and amazing
energy fields, this is the story
of a young man’s search for his

Actor, writer
and director and
star of Fear The
Walking Dead,
Colman Domingo,
at MIPCOM with
AMC Networks
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Alvaro Morte, star of The Pier, produced by Movistar+ Spain in collaboration with Atresmedia Studios
and Vancouver Media and represented at MIPCOM by Beta Film

true origins,” say the producers
behind the series.
In keeping with this mystical side
of Nordic drama, MIPCOM also
played host to Finnish Weird, a
showcase of series to come out
of the market in recent times.
Organised by Finnish National
Broadcaster Company YLE,
Elisa, Audiovisual Producers
Finland – APFI, Business Finland
and Finnish film commissions,
titles included Welcome To Texas,
Arctic Circle, Bullets, Bordertown,
Hooked, Nerd: Dragonslayer666,
Secret Enemies, Sherlock North
and Shadow Lines.

Among the many studios that
brought high-profile cast to
Cannes was BBC Studios,
which was is in Cannes with Les
Miserables, a six-part adaptation
of Victor Hugo’s epic tale of
19th-century France. A special
screening was attended by writer
Andrew Davies, director Tom
Shankland and leading cast
members including Dominic
West and David Oyelowo.
Oyelowo, who plays Javert,
told the MIPCOM News why
he got involved: “It started
with Andrew Davies’ scripts.
Like most people, I knew Les

Actor, producer, writer and director Ben Stiller, in Cannes for the MIPCOM World Premiere TV Screening of
Escape At Dannemora, his TV directorial debut

Miserables exclusively from the
musical and film, so his scripts
blew my mind in terms of the
complexity of the story and
characters. Then, after I read the
book, I was fascinated by how
well he distilled the essence of
it into six hours of television.”
Other stars in town to promote
their shows included Richard
Gere, for the BBC drama
MotherFatherSon, and Jenna
Coleman on BBC thriller The
Cry. According to Coleman, The
Cry is a “tense, claustrophobic
story. At the beginning, Joanna
(my character) is on the edge

of disintegration, battling with
post-natal depression, isolation
and loss of identity. But it’s a
drama that keeps redefining
your expectations. As soon as
you think you know what’s going
on, there’s a curve ball.”
Colman Domingo, star of Fear
The Walking Dead, joined AMC
Networks CEO Josh Sapan for a
Media Mastermind Keynote in the
Grand Auditorium. Echoing Ben
Stiller, he observed that “the old
hierarchy” associated with film, TV
and theatre “has flipped around.
The deep emotion and storytelling
on TV now has changed all that.”
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A+E Studios also made a big
splash in Cannes with Project
Blue Book, a thriller inspired
by the US Air Force’s true-life
investigations of UFO sightings.
Set in the early 1950s against
the backdrop of the Cold War,
it stars Aidan Gillen (Game
Of Thrones) as a brilliant
astrophysicist who is recruited
to take part in a top-secret UFO
hunting programme, alongside
Captain Michael Quinn
(Michael Malarkey). Having
done so, he slowly comes to
realise he is at the centre of
a dangerous cover-up. Patrick

Vien, executive managing
director, international at A+E
Networks said: “There’s nothing
like it on TV. It combines the
stylishness of Mad Men with
the fascination people continue
to have with the question of
whether there is any life out
there.” Gillen added: “The show
is set in a fascinating period.
You have the emergence of
the UFO phenomenon, rapid
technological advances and
post-war trauma and optimism.
Combine that with great writing
and Hynek’s character and it was
a tantalising prospect for me.”

Diversity

“Change comes from the top”
Diversity was under scrutiny as never before this MIPCOM.
In every facet of the global TV business on show in Cannes,
inclusivity was the challenge that could not be ignored

THE issue of diversity
reverberated around the Palais
in sessions and keynotes, in
interviews and in thousands of
conversations, and MIPCOM’s
own celebration of diversity,
the second annual Diversify TV
Excellence Awards, supported
by A+E Networks took place
at the Carlton hotel.
The momentum towards
equality was evident in an
unprecedented number
of productions featuring
strong female leads, LGBT
themes, BAME characters
and roles for people with
disabilities But there was also
an acknowledgement that, in
every sector, there was still
work to do.

Monday’s 2018 Women In
Global Entertainment Power
Lunch was one of MIPCOM’s
key rallying points, providing
a chance to take stock, a year
after the Weinstein scandal
broke, and the #MeToo
movement emerged.
Headline speaker Elizabeth
Vargas, acclaimed host of
A&E Investigates declared that
“change is coming but we need
to keep up the pressure”. She
urged women to support each
other, mentor one another, and
be the change”
Another important moment
came during the Embracing
Diversity: It Starts At The
Development Stage panel,

where delegates attempted to
get to the root of the diversity
deficit.
Desiree Akhaven told the
gathering: “I really think it’s
about the gatekeepers. Change
comes from the top.” The
director, writer and actor told
of her struggle to get a script
— which eventually became
Channel 4’s and Hulu’s The
Bisexual — commissioned in
the US: “Diversity requires
a monetary risk, it requires
putting your money where your
ideals are and I think in LA it’s
hard to make people do that.”
Sky Vision’s Jane Millichip
said it was time to bring
multicultural programming

“out of the ghetto”, warning
that the big institutions in TV
had to examine their corporate
culture. She noted that Sky
Vision would have equal
numbers of men and women
in management by 2020.

Host of A&E Investigates, Elizabeth Vargas spoke at this year’s MIPCOM
Women In Global Entertainment Power Lunch, held in partnership with
A+E Networks

Wilhelmina Ross, meanwhile,
talked about the mentorship
programmes running at the
Creative Artists Agency that
helped screenwriters from
marginalised groups. A big part
of her job now was “finding
more voices and advocating
for them”.
Producer Pieter Van Huyck
spoke about his drama
Team Chocolate, a romcom
starring a man with Down
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Producer, writer, director and actor Issa Rae is the MIPCOM Personality
Of The Year 2018
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syndrome. The character is
treated just like any other,
he explained. He also spoke
of smuggling in diversity
into other productions,
unannounced. “I want to
prove the networks wrong
about their fears,” he said.
A confident TF1 Studio
brought a raft of risk-taking
dramas and TV movies that
had performed strongly in
France to Cannes. The slate
included Special Honors, a TV
movie based on the real life
experiences of a young women
with learning disabilities
who passes her High School
diploma.
Another key show was miniseries Louise, a comedy drama
about a transsexual who moves

in across the road from her
former family so she can be
closer to the children she
fathered.
The TF1 slate also included
Munch, a drama about a
bold and irreverent lawyer
who will stop at nothing to
defend her clients — a show
which reflected a global surge
in major productions featuring
women writers, crew and
leading cast members. Dramas
boasting powerful female lead
roles — including Killing Eve
and The Cry — were in high
profile.
Actor Lauren Lee Smith was
in Cannes to promote CBC’s
Frankie Drake Mysteries,
the second season of which
launched at MIPCOM. She

said she was reveling in the
role of the feisty, gin-drinking,
motorbike-riding private
investigator who takes on
cases the police don’t want to
touch. “She’s a kick-ass female
character who has no fear or
reservations and who succeeds
against all odds,” she said.
“The show also has an allfemale supporting cast, as well
as female showrunners, writers,
producers and directors,” she
added. She believed series
about women, featuring women
and made by women were
increasingly the norm: “These
days, it’s becoming a non-issue.
And I think that’s where we
want to get,” she said.
Nicky Davies Williams, CEO
at UK-based distribution

company DCD Rights
was at MIPCOM making
multiculturalism her focus.
“We are finding that drama
writers are increasingly
drawn to issues such as the
conflicts that arise between
generations when families are
living in an adopted society, as
they straddle the differences
between traditional versus
contemporary values,” she said.
Williams referenced On
The Ropes, a Lingo Pictures
production made for Australian
network SBS, which centred on
the sensitive issue of a female
Muslim boxing trainer seeking
success in a male-dominated
profession. She also highlighted
Ro m p e r S t o m p e r, t h e
controversial drama series by
Roadshow Rough Diamond,
Director, writer and actor Desiree Akhavan spoke at the Embracing
Diversity: It Starts At The Development Stage session
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with Screen Australia and Film
Victoria, which tackled hatred
against diversity in societies,
and how different generations
respond to it.
“Far from challeng es,
multiculturalism sets up a wealth
of new worlds for writers to
explore, and offers opportunities
for a new writers to express their
own voices,” she said.
For BAME actors, writers and
producers, MIPCOM 2018

confirmed further progress.
David Oyelowo came to Cannes
to talk about his role as the
tortured police inspector Javert
in the new BBC adaptation
of Les Miserables. The star,
best-known for his powerful
performance as Martin Luther
King Jr in the film, Selma, not
only has a key part in the new
BBC Studios adaptation of
Victor Hugo’s classic novel,
he is one of the executive
producers. ‘It gave me a real

voice at the table,” he said. I
came in early in the process and
they saw my genuine passion
for the project.”
MIPCOM’s Personality Of The
Year was Issa Rae, the first black
woman to create and star in
her own cable show in the US.
She confessed that she’d been
surprised by the widespread
success of her series, Insecure
and The Misadventures Of
Awkward Black Girl. “I think

Pictured at the second
annual Diversify TV Excellence Awards, supported by
A+E Networks are Scorpion
TV’s David Cornwall (left)
and A+E Networks’ Sean
Cohen. Cornwall received
an award in the representation of race and ethnicity
(non-scripted) category for
Against All Odds: The Fight
For A Black Middle Class

on a very local level,” she said.
“We are very specific and use
specific cultural references,
American cultural references,
black cultural references. So the
fact that is working around the
world is so cool to me.”

about whether she feels a
responsibility to represent all
black women by saying “I only
feel a responsibility to tell a
good story and the truth as
I’ve experienced it,” she said.
“That’s all I can do.”

One of a relatively few black
women to have achieved genuine
power in the industry— she was
named one of Time magazine’s
most influential people of 2018
— she answered questions

However, with her unerring ear
for a funny and telling line, she
told her MIPCOM Keynote
audience: “Even white people
are tired of seeing so many white
people on screen.”

At the Diversify TV Excellence Awards actor Michael Jay White presented
the award for representation of disability (non-scripted) to Hello Halo’s
Natalie Hill for Different Like Me
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“Kids invented binge-watching”
MIPJunior once again consolidated its place as the world’s essential market and meeting
place for kids TV, drawing more than 1,600 participants, including over 660 buyers
MORE than 1,400 programmes
and projects were represented
at this year’s MIPJunior, an
increase of 2% on 2017.
Big deals were done in and
around the Palais, and big
themes examined in a series
of fascinating and challenging
discussions, none more so
than the MIPJunior diversity
session.
Delegates heard how kids
content was growing more
inclusive in terms of gender,
ethnicity, sexual orientation
and ability .
For Tanzanian producer
Doreen Kessy of Ubongo,
kids’ animation was a way to
empower girls. “When we have
girl characters playing football
and being good at maths, we’re

saying this is what is possible.”
Delegates were told that North
American and European
broadcasters and producers
were increasingly open to
ethnically diverse characters,
but sometimes struggled to
cast them. “Ethnically diverse
child actors are out there,”
said Ashley Rite of Sonar
Entertainment. “But they
often aren’t represented or
they aren’t trained. How do
we find them?”

David Levine of Disney
Channel UK agreed. “One
of the lead characters in our
autism-themed series The A
Girl is played by a girl on
the autism spectrum, and
everyone on the show has
a connection with autism,”
he said.

According to Lois Randall,
producer of Grace Beside
Me, a drama series about an
indigenous Australian teen,
on-screen portrayal was only
part of the story. “Authenticity
requires minorities on the
writing team, in producing
roles and elsewhere,” she said.

Margie Cohn, president of
DreamWorks Animation
Television used her keynote
to explain how the fir m
was branching out to other
platforms including Amazon
and Hulu, but also to linear
TV — the latter a part of
integrating with its parent

President of DreamWorks
Animation Television,
Margie Cohn, at her
keynote presentation

Children’s viewing habits
remained an important topic
as the linear versus digital
debate rolled on.

Doreen Kessy of
Ubongo, kids’ animation
was a way to empower
girls. “When we have
girl characters playing
football and being good
at maths, we’re saying
this is what is possible.”
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company. “We’re getting
closer and closer to the NBC
ecosystem,” she said. “We
feel that’s going to open
up new IP that will make
everything bigger.”
Cohn was upbeat about the
marketing potential and
the reach of linear TV, and
said she was sure that kids’
viewing habits would remain
constant: “Kids invented
binge-watching. They would
watch the same thing over and
over until the VHS tape wore
out,” she said. “Now, instead
of watching a 90-minute
movie over and over, we’re
taking them on extended
adventures.”
Tiphaine de Raguenel,
executive director of France
4 and director of children
and youth activities at France
Televisions told the session on
funding public broadcasting
that even though France
4’s move to online would
dramatically reduce linear
TV “we will still promote
content that kids don’t
choose by themselves. We will
promote local content and

ensure it’s of global standard,
that it keeps pace with the
international shows, and that
we build strong relationships
with kids.”
“As public broadcasters we
major on original content that
commercial channels wouldn’t
make,” said Luca Milano,
director of Rai Ragazzi,
while Alice Webb, director
of BBC Children’s, said that
the strategy of “fewer, bigger,
better” was paying off at
the UK public broadcaster.
“We are children-led, and we
reach 85% of the children in
Britain,” she said. “However,
it’s not just about what we
create, but where it is placed.
And that’s an interesting
issue. We have to be where
children are.”
“YouTube is incredibly
popular,” she added. “But
it’s not a platform for under13s,” Webb said. “Our linear
channels will be with us for
the foreseeable future.”
Trends in the kids arena were
also examined in Eurodata TV
Worldwide’s Binge Watching

– Kids Audience Successes
Across The Globe MIPJunior
session where Avril Blondelot,
the company’s head of content
insight, focused on the
tween age group, where TV
audiences are still declining
worldwide: “It’s a tricky age
group both for parents and
broadcasters,” she said. “The
threat of them leaving the
small screen is larger.”

Tiphaine de Raguenel, executive
director of France 4 and director
of children and youth activities
at France Televisions: “We will
promote local content and ensure
it’s of global standard, that it
keeps pace with the international
shows, and that we build strong
relationships with kids.”

She said that to keep them
watching, shows needed
laughs, as seen in T he
Adventures Of Rocky And
Bullwinkle (rebooted on
Amazon Prime Video). Or
the new “badass girl” role
models, as seen in Glitcher,
which was about a girl trapped
in a computer game, or the
She-Ra reboot.

Eurodata TV Worldwide’s
Avril Blondelot presenting
the Binge Watching –
Kids Audience Successes
Across The Globe session
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Humour was a big theme, too
for the MIPJunior Creative
Superpanel. They saw it as an
essential ingredient for finding
and building audiences. Angela
Santomero of 9 Story Media
Group said laughter was a vital
bonding tool. “My favourite
kind of humour is when we’re
all laughing as one,” she said.
But Tom McGillis of Fresh TV,
believed humour didn’t always
have to be accessible to all. “We
want to write jokes that parents
don’t get,” he said
MIPJunior saw MIPCOM
World Premiere TV Screenings
for Cyber Group Studios’
Gig antosaur us and Moon
And Me, the new series
from Teletubbies co-creator
and In The Night Garden
creator Andrew Davenport.
Gigantosaurus was also the
most screened programme at
MIPJunior this year. Rainbow’s
44 Cats took second place,
while BBC Studios’ Bluey came
in third.
As ever, the most popular genre
was animation, accounting for
29 of the top 30 most-screened
shows. The only exception was

Dynamic Television’s live-action
series Almost Never, which came
in at No 19.
As for kids deals in Cannes,
Atlantyca, SLR Productions,
Telegael and Cosmos-Maya
unveiled the co-production of
a 52 x 11 mins animation series
Berry Bees; Cottonwood Media
licensed Find Me In Paris to
Nick UK, Disney XD secured
the new season of Beyblade
Burst; HBO Europe acquired the
SVOD rights for Sunny Bunnies
from Media IM, APC Kids sold
Kid-E-Cats to Nickelodeon
International; and TeamTO did
a five-series output deal with
China’s UYoung including the
series Mighty Mike.
Meanwhile DHX and Mattel’s
Po l l y Po cke t p r e - s ch o o l
series was picked up by 16
broadcasters internationally
including Lagardere’s Gulli and
Tiji in France. Guru Studios
and Tokyo’s d-rights unveiled a
co-production alliance on Fairy
Stones and Cyber Group Studios
joined forces with Moscowbased Soyuzmultfilm Studio on
two animated kids series: Digital
Girl and Magic Chess Odyssey.

The MIPJunior Creative Superpanel
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